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Chair
L

et’s Jam in May 2017

The awareness of cyber security is increasing. In the past 6 months, Professional Information Security Association (PISA) had over 20 organized
and/or supported security events held
in Hong Kong. Besides security in
BankTech and FinTech, hot security
topics like vehicles hacking, Mirai
Botnet and DevSecOps security culture, were covered. These events provided venue for members to share
cyber security knowledge and networking and collaboration. Moreover,
oversea guest speakers were also invited to share their security experience
with our members and university stu-
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dents. Such interesting and interactive
discussion allowed us to have more
understanding on security threats and
protection.

Cyber security awareness for our next
generation is also essential. (ISC)2
Hong Kong Chapter, which is one of
PISA Special Interest Groups (SIG),
conducted 18 Safe and Secure Online
(SSO) sessions during the period of
September 2016 and April 2017. Ten
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primary schools and seven secondary
schools were visited with over 5,500
students, teachers and staff attended
the sessions. We shared the cyber security awareness messages on online
security, phishing, combating online
crime and good password practice.
For local university students, PISA
conducted security seminars to share
advanced security topics, such as ransomware.

Moreover, PISA promotes cyber security experience sharing with the industry. PISA Executive Committee
members actively participated in various security conferences. Frank
Chow,
our
Vice
Chairperson
(External Affairs), shared cloud security and challenges for financial sector in an overseas security summit;
Eric Fan, our Hon. Secretary &
Treasurer, shared on cybersecurity
topic in an executive luncheon;
Frankie Leung, our Program Director
and President of (ISC)2 Hong Kong
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Chapter, shared information security
trend and predication in a technology
exchange conference.

With the emerging technology and
security challenges, PISA continues
to organize and support security
events. PISA Security Jam 2017, our
1 day annual security conference,
will be held on 27th May 2017, in
Hong Kong. The objective of the Jam
is to provide a platform for security
buddies to share their research,
knowledge and experience. Workshops will be arranged for in-depth
discussion and hands-on experience.
Please
visit
our
web
site www.pisa.org.hk or email us
on info@pisa.org.hk for more information.
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The REO Data Leakage Case

The author is very familiar with
the Security Policies and Guidelines published by OGCIO and
followed by government departments.
He has 12-year experience working with government SOA (Standing Offering Agreement) contractors to provide IT security solutions and services to Government departments. He had also
worked as an outsourced security consultant in
OGCIO for over 5 months.
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OGCIO Policies and Guidelines
The Government IT security policies and guidelines were
driven from the Security Regulations which are set out by
the Security Bureau.

labelling listed in the G3 document (Fig.1). The information
must be classified into either Top Secret, Secret, Confidential, Restricted or Public category.

The two major policy documents are IT Security Guidelines
(G3) and Baseline IT Security Policy (S17).

The G3 document also lists out the security requirements on
different categories in different situations. (Fig. 2)

Hong Kong Government has information classification and

Fig. 1 Information Classification in G3 on Top Secret, Secret, Confidential and restricted
information.

Fig. 2 Security requirements on
Top Secret, Secret, Confidential
and restricted information in G3.
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Background of Data Breach
It was the most significant data breach ever in Hong Kong.
Personal information of the city’s 3.7 million voters was
possibly compromised via 2 notebook computers that contained massive data went missing on March 27 of 2017. The
notebook computers were stolen from a cabin at the
AsiaWorld-Expo in Lantau, which is often called the election’s “fallback venue” of the Chief Executive election on
March 26. Registration and Electoral Office (REO) reported two laptop computers went missing at the AsiaWorldExpo.
One stolen notebook computer contained personal data of
Hong Kong’s voters that included their ID card numbers,
addresses and mobile phone numbers. Being the Hong
Kong's biggest data breach, personal information of over 3.7
million registered voters of the city have been stolen.
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Another stolen notebook
computer
stored the names of
the 1,194 electors on
the Election Committee for the Chief
Executive election.
The REO said that
the two notebook
computers had been
put in a cabin in a
locked room. In a
statement, the office
said there was so far
no information to
indicate that the
relevant data had
been “leaked”. It
also stressed that the
data had been handled by “multiple
encryptions” and is
hard to be hacked. This case was reported to Hong Kong
Police Force. The Police said they received a report about
the stolen computers at around 4:40pm on 27 March 2017
Monday. The case was being treated as theft and no arrest
had been made.
Election Committee member Fung Wai-Wah said he was
shocked to learn what had happened. “We had not been told
there was a backup center for the Chief Executive Election,”
he said. Another committee member, Legislative Councilor
(I.T.) Charles Mok, said he found it “puzzling” that general
voters’ data had been stored alongside with that of Election
Committee members. “Perhaps they didn’t put the voters’
data in a proper place after last year’s legislative elections
and then the devices were used for the chief executive election,” he added.
The Hong Kong Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data
has put a statement in the case few days later.
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Encryption (Cryptographic) Key Management
In G3 there is a section for Cryptographic Key Management.

Fig. 3 Cryptographic
Key Management in
G3.

In summary of Encryption (Cryptographic) Key Management, it requires

•

The key should be stored separately from the corresponding encrypted information

•

The key must be stored in Smart Card or Security Token

I believed REO is using a USB type PKI token to store the keys. It is a 2-factor authentication with anti-brute force attack
mechanism. It is very common in those departments in Hong Kong Government because they use the same USB type PKI
token in their Confidential Mail System (CMS) to send the classified information and attachment securely.
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Notebook Computer Protection
In this case, REO had followed the OGCIO guidelines to
encrypt 3.7 million voters’ personal information which
should be classified as Top Secret or Secret class. Encryption technologies must be used to protect these 3.7
million voters’ records. However, the author do not know
what exactly the “Multiple Encryptions” means.
In a notebook computer, we can deploy different data
protections strategies. Below are the common methods
that Hong Kong Government is using.
1)

Pre-Booth (or Power On) Authentication using
PKI Type device as 2-factor Authentication to the
hard disk

2)

Whole (Full) Disk Encryption

3)

File/Folder Encryption

4)

Database Encryption

5)

Application Encryption

While the focus of current research is on disk encryption,
any sensitive data held in memory is vulnerable to the attack. Liquid nitrogen or compressed air cans can be improvised to cool memory modules, and thereby slow down the
degradation of volatile memory. With certain memory modules, the time window for an attack can be extended to hours
by cooling them with a refrigerant such as an inverted can
of compressed air.

The hacker can use Cool Boot Attack to crack the encryption key. However, it is not a common and easy method
with high successful rate. The level of the confidentiality is
depending on what kind of encryption method, key strength
and application functionality.

To follow the guidelines of G3 and security regulations,
REO should deploy #1 in combination with #2 and #3 or
#4. If they do so, I will agree that there are “Multiple
Encryptions” and it is “Hard to be hacked”. For using
with #1 and #2 only, the protection may not be enough. It
is because there is a risk of “Cold Boot Attack”.
Cold Boot Attack relies on the data remanence property
of DRAM and SRAM to retrieve memory contents that
remain readable. The attack has been demonstrated to be
effective against full disk encryption schemes of various
vendors and operating systems, even where a Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) secure crypto-processor is used.
This is because the problem is fundamentally a hardware
(insecure memory) and not a software issue.
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Work Off-site
Section 13.2 of G3 document is about the procedure and
protection if the IT equipment is working off-site.

Summary of Off-site Requirement by G3:

•
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All information systems should be placed in a
secured environment or attended by staff to prevent unauthorized access. REO should have either
staff or security guard in that room during the
whole period of time of Chief Executive Election
even though it is a fallback venue at AsiaWorldExpo. REO should not rely on the normal security
control in the fallback venue.

•

REO does not do regular inspections during the
move-in and move-out period. The 2 notebook computer stolen case can be reported earlier or the regular inspection may forbid this case happen.

•

We were told the room door is locked. Any lock in
the cabin is another question? REO should protect
the notebook computers in off-site as that of in their
office. They should be locked in the cabin or cannot
put on the table without any protection
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Conclusion

Similar Data Breach Cases in Hong Kong

OGCIO has set guidelines and policies for Information
Security. The Government departments, including the
REO, need to comply with.

(1) April 5, 2017

On the other hand, REO seemed to be unaware of the
importance of physical security of the backup site and
left two notebook computers unattended. After all, there
is no sound justification for REO to bring the 3.7 million
voters’ person data records to either the primary or the
backup sites. The “need-to-know” principle is a core
security standard which should be applied to any situations.
REO should provide transparency to the kinds of
“Multiple Encryptions” used and the operation procedures to Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data and
then PCPD can invite IT security experts, OGCIO, Hong
Kong Police Force to determinate the possibilities of data
leakage. They can arrange joint announcement to minimize doubts and damage to the trust and confidence from
the public.
For every two year, each government department should
perform a security audit for their IT systems. This audit
should include the off-site setups and work at remote site
scenarios. Moreover, OGCIO should send the notice to all
departments and let them review existing off-site IT
equipment protection methods and procedures.
Every department should learn the lesson from this REO
case. They should review their security protections of the
off-site equipment and also need to enhance the security
awareness training for their departments.

Hong Kong Census Department admitted a tablet holding
personal data of 46 people was lost by an officer in a fast
food restaurant eight months ago.
(2) 04 September, 2016
University of Hong Kong’s Medicine Department said
‘sorry’ for patient data breach. Laptop containing personal
information of more than 3,600 patients was believed to
have been stolen. Police was investigating.
(3) 19 October, 2012
Hong Kong Immigration Department lost three notebook
computers with information of 3,000 travelers at the HK
International Airport. Officials said the notebook computers
contained the personal data of 3,000 foreign travelers.
(4) May 2008
HSBC Hong Kong lost a computer server containing the
transaction data of 159,000 account holders. Many of the
affected customers moved their accounts to other banks.
(5) April 2009
A USB flash drive containing patients’ personal data and
medical records was lost by a doctor at the United Christian
Hospital in Hong Kong.
(6) December, 2004
DBS Bank reported to HKMA that a computer in DBS Bank
Yuen Long branch which held customer sensitive information computer, was stolen. It was believed that it was
caused by two managers leaving the office without locking
the door.
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Perspectives on
Privacy Laws

W

ith the recent breach of personal data
of 3.7 million Hong Kong voters, it is
Ɵmely to look again at protecƟon of personal data
in Hong Kong and how it compares to other jurisdicƟons.

Ian Christofis
CISSP
Ian is a security consultant with over 30 years’ experience in
Australia, Germany and Hong Kong. He specializes in cryptographic security, identity management, authentication, and personal data privacy.
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Personal Data Privacy (abbreviated “Privacy”) is also called
“Data Protection” in many jurisdictions, most notably in the
European Union. With the recent news [1] of lost laptops
containing details of 3.7 million Hong Kong voters and
1200 Election Committee members, it is timely to look
again at protection of personal data in Hong Kong and how
it compares to other jurisdictions.
The laptops were lost by the Registration and Electoral
Office. According to the official reports, the laptops were
encrypted and this should have prevented any data breach.
However, the effectiveness of such encryption protection
depends on many factors, such as good cryptographic key
management, robust access control technology, and good
password management. Whilst no breach is apparent at the
time of writing, the potential for a breach is of significant
concern due to the number of people potentially affected if
there was a breach.

Privacy vs Security
“Privacy” and “Security” are often confused, but they are
separate concepts. They overlap regarding security of personal data, but many privacy concerns are not about security, and many security concerns are not about privacy. See
Figure 1. I covered this in more detail in an article [2] in

PISA Journal 12. That article also addressed some issues for
Hong Kong privacy law that were topical at the time.

OECD-based vs. Others
In 1980, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) published non-binding guideline
privacy principles [3], drawing on various previous privacy
laws and initiatives in Europe. These OECD privacy principles, with various refinements, form the basis of the current
privacy laws of the European Union (EU) and about 110
jurisdictions globally, including in Asia: Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macau, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea,
Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, India, and Nepal.
In recent years, particularly as the world has computerised
and gone online, the focus has moved from personal data
handled by government agencies to handling of consumer
and employee data by private sector corporations. Some
jurisdictions have privacy laws addressing only government
or only the private sector. More mature privacy law covers
both.
Notable exceptions, which do not follow the OECD model,
are the USA and China.

Figure 1 - Privacy and Security are separate but overlapping concepts
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Hong Kong
Hong Kong privacy law, the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance [4], was enacted in 1995. It is based on the
OECD model and has covered both public and private
sectors from the beginning. The Ordinance was updated
in 2012 following review and consultation [5].
Of note is that Section 33 of the Ordinance, which deals
with trans-border data flows, has never been brought into
force. It is now 22 years after the Ordinance was enacted,
which raises doubts about if or when it will ever happen.
In 2014 the Commissioner published guidance on this
topic [6], in preparation for possible future implementation of Section 33, but also as a reminder that even without Section 33 Data Users (i.e. companies collecting and
using personal data) have stringent responsibilities to
protect personal data if they, or their sub-contractors,
move it outside of Hong Kong.
Hong Kong has a voluntary data breach notification approach [7].

The New EU General Data Protection
Regulation
The European Union (EU) bases its privacy (i.e. ‘Data
Protection’) laws on the OECD model. It has recently
updated its Data Protection laws to give EU citizens better control over their personal data. The new General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into force on
25th May 2018.

•

Harsher penalties for data breaches – up to 4% of
global turnover or €20 million (whichever is higher)

•

Mandatory breach notification

•

A ‘right to be forgotten’

•

Tighter controls on data collection

•

Subjects have more control over their data

•

Clearer controls over transfer of personal data out of
the EU (trans-border data flows)

The GDPR will have a significant impact globally, not just
within the EU, because it applies to global firms that handle
data of EU citizens.

USA
Rather than having an OECD-type privacy law, privacy
protections in the USA are largely sector-by-sector, for
example health sector, telecommunications sector, etc.
There are around 20 such sector-specific laws, and hundreds
of state-level laws, making privacy a complex legal topic in
the USA. In addition, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
takes a very active role in protecting consumers’ privacy
rights, using its regulatory authority over many industries.

Some of the main changes from the 1995 Data Protection
Directive are:

•
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GDPR is a regulation not a directive, so it automatically applies to all EU member states without
the need for each state to pass local laws. This
avoids delays, inconsistencies and minor differences.
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EU-US Privacy Shield

Conclusion

The USA Commerce Department, working with the EU,
created the Safe Harbor Privacy Principles which were
accepted in 2000 by the European Commission. This
allowed multi-national corporations complying with Safe
Harbor to transfer personal data from the EU to the USA.
This was in place for many years, but it was invalidated
by an EU court in April 2015, leaving a legal vacuum.

Privacy is a very complex area, involving a large body of
law in aggregate across almost all jurisdictions in the world,
various multinational frameworks and guidance, information security practice, corporate ethics and responsibility,
consumer rights and advocacy, design of systems and processes, etc. This brief article can only attempt to provide an
overview perspective on the topic.

The EU-US Privacy Shield was approved on 12th July
2016 as a replacement for Safe Harbor. However, the new
EU-US Privacy Shield is already subject to legal challenges [8] that is does not adequately protect EU citizens’
rights. The challenges are likely to take a year or more to
resolve, creating further uncertainty for companies that
operate in the USA and EU.

As the world has become more and more online, with social
media, big data, and the Internet of Things (IoT), threats to
our privacy are increasing, and consumer activism is increasing with it. Companies who embrace respect for their
customers by adopting privacy-by-design, rather than just
being compliant with privacy law, will hopefully be rewarded by customer loyalty, and be insulated to some extent
from further tightening of privacy laws in future.
Note: This article contains the personal views of the author.
The author is not representing his employer or any of the
organisations with which he is affiliated.

China
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) does not currently
have a comprehensive privacy law, but has numerous
privacy-related laws and regulations.
A draft Personal Data Protection Law [9] has been discussed for several years, but there is no indication of if or
when it might be passed.
Some important recent developments are [10]:
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•

The Consumer Rights Protection Law (effective
15th March 2014) which contains obligations
regarding personal data of consumers.

•

The Cybersecurity Law (effective 1st June 2015)
which includes new privacy protections, and puts
further restrictions on trans-border data flows, or
Chinese citizens’ data outside of the PRC.
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Technical Sharing from the Blackhat US 2016 (4-Nov-2016)
Chris Chan, senior engineer in ASTRI Security Lab shared his experience in the Blackhat US 2016

How Mirai Botnet & IoT took down the Internet (16-Nov-2016)
Mr. Zhao Guang Yuan, NSFOCUS Threat Intelligence
and network security laboratory Security researcher, presented his observation on IoT attack trend, how discover
Mirai and when, the impact of Mirai to the market with
using specific instance/case to illustrate, what do we find
after analyzing the source code of Mirai (this may need to
show the source code) and his recommendation or solution
to address this new trend.
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We Contribute. We Achieve.

Hacking an ATM For Cash - ATM Company Visit and Cases Sharing (7-Dec-2016)

PISA members visited an ATM Lab. Johnny Min,
who had extensive experience in ATM and smartcard security business explained the recent ATM
attack cases.
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Safe Wifi War Driving (18-Dec-2016)
PISA and WTIA members took the annual war driving survey in Hong Kong Island.
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(ISC)2 HK Chapter AGM (14-Jan-2017)

Feature Talk: Remote Attacks on Vehicles by Exploiting Vulnerable Telematics (14 Jan-2017)
Lei Xue, PhD student in the Department of Computing of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, introduced
the background knowledge of telematics and its attack surface, how it can be utilized to attack vehicles, how
to identify and exploit the vulnerability in two telematics systems and fix them.
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Seminar "Safe Browsing & Evolving Security Threats"

(6-Feb-2017)

The seminar by Parisa Tabriz, Google’s Security Princess was a full House. Parisa manages Google's Chrome security
engineering team whose mission is to make Chrome the most secure browser and keep users safe as they surf the web.

Parisa discussed Safe Browsing and Google’s effort in keeping the web safe, HTTPS and encryption, Evolving
security threats,“White-hat” versus “Black-hat” hacking
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(ISC)2 Members Reception (20-Sep-2016)
The (ISC)² Board of Directors and Executive Management visited Hong Kong and had a reception with
members. The Townhall had man good questions from the fellow members.
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Various talks to schools under (ISC)2 Safe and Secure Online Program
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Various talks to schools under (ISC)2 Safe and Secure Online Program
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Check out job listings information provided by members.
Get information on continuing
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Sharing of Information
Find out the solution to your technical problems from our email
groups and connections with our
experienced members and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association activities - including seminars, discussions, open forum, IT related
seminars and conferences organized or supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit
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Information

Enquiry email:

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and
capabilities in proposing and running project
groups such as Education Sector Security, Mobile Security, Cloud Security, Honeynet, Public Policy Committee and others and enjoy the sense of achievement
and recognition of your potentials

Benefit from the immediate access
to professional recognition by
using post-nominal designation

Membership Requirements

membership@pisa.org.hk

Membership
Application Form:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
membership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/
ethics/ethics.htm
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•
•

Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of professional
examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
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